
English WB 29. 6.20

Lesson 5
Friday 3rd July

LO: To write a sequence of coherent sentences within a narrative 



Read Plot Point 4

Grandma woke up. “Oh I must have nodded off,” she said. “I had a lovely dream about stars.”

Katie giggled. 

That night, Katie and Grandma looked out of the window. It was a beautiful, starry night. 

“The stars look almost alive,” said Grandma.

“Perhaps they are,” laughed Katie.

Grandma smiled. “Perhaps,” she said. “Good night, Katie.”



Turn your page landscape and split up the left hand side like this

We gather vocabulary this side We write our chunks this side.

Chunk 1: What did Grandma say when she 

woke?

Chunk 2: What did they do to see the missing 

item again? 



Your Chunk 1

Here we are going to collect some verbs to show 

Grandma waking up. What did she do?

My vocabulary 

Yawned

stretched

Your vocabulary

My Chunk 1

Grandma began shuffling in her chair, opened her 

eyes and stretched out her arms. 

“Wow. Have I been napping this entire time? It’s 

probably best we go home now, Katie,” she wailed.

Chunk 1: What did Grandma say when she 

woke?



Your Chunk 2

We are going to gather some adjectives to describe 

whatever fell out of your painting because Grandma 

had a dream about them.

My vocabulary (potato and leek soup)

Smooth 

Tasty 

Delicious 

Your vocabulary

My Chunk 2

“I think I fancy potato and leek soup for tea,” 

Grandma began. “I had a dream about it earlier.”

Whilst Katie slurped on the tasty, smooth soup, she 

laughed to herself thinking about her ordeal.  

Chunk 2: What did they do to see the missing 

item again? 



My complete plot point 4

Grandma began shuffling in her chair, opened her 

eyes and stretched out her arms. 

“Wow. Have I been napping this entire time? It’s 

probably best we go home now, Katie,” she wailed.

“I think I fancy potato and leek soup for tea,” 

Grandma began. “I had a dream about it earlier.”

Whilst Katie slurped on the tasty, smooth soup, she 

laughed to herself thinking about her ordeal.  


